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BANBURY POWER STATION
Location
Banbury Power Station, Banbury

Background

As one of the UK’s most reputable gas infrastructure providers, Squire Energy has nurtured
relationships with some of the country’s largest and most respected power generators to assist in the
construction of nearly 30 gas-fired projects across the UK. With natural gas largely considered to be
the ‘greenest’ fossil fuel, the installation of new gas-fired stations across the UK has positive effect
on reducing the environmental impact and carbon footprint caused by oil or coal-fired power stations
and help facilitate the growth in renewable generation (wind/solar).
One of these projects is the brand-new Banbury Power Station. Nestled in the outskirts of Banbury in
the scenic greenery of Oxfordshire, this power station is one of many in Welsh Power Ltd.’s portfolio
of STOR power plants across the UK. STOR power plants supply the National Grid with electricity if
there is a shortage to meet demand, and Banbury Power Station’s six engines can be switched on
remotely and quickly to provide capacity to power 12,000 homes in Banbury.

The brief

In 2017, Squire Energy was approached by
Welsh Power Ltd. for design, construct and
commission of a new intermediate gas main and
primary gas meter to connect Banbury Power
Station to the main natural gas supply. As well
as facilitating the gas supply, Squire Energy was
also asked to install two electricity ducts and a
communications cable to facilitate the electrical
power connection away from the power station to
the electrical grid.
Crucially, the brief required a team which had
the expertise and experience to drill under the
River Cherwell, a Cherwell side stream, across
Spiceball Park, across a road and under Oxford’s
historic canal. Squire Energy stepped up to
the mark.

The project

Work began in August 2018, with directional
drilling chosen as the primary method for the
length of the project, as it is less disruptive than
traditional ‘open but methods’, as well as being
more environmentally friendly. However, before a
single boring hole was made, there commenced
extensive preparation as part of the project
preconstruction preparations.
The requisite bespoke licences were gained from
the respective authorities . Due to the proposed
route through Spiceball park and underneath
Oxford Canal, additional checks and surveys
were undertaken such as a Bathymetric water
survey, Ground Penetrating Radar Survey and
Borehole survey. In addition, 120-year old
maps were overlaid with contemporary aerial
images to confirm that the canal bank hadn’t
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been reshaped, as that might have affected the
proposed route. Finally deep trial holes were
undertaken at pinch points during works to verify
suitability prior to boring.

ensuring compliance with the licence conditions
granted by the authorities – Environmental
Agency and the Canal and River Trust –
required careful coordination.

With a strict deadline to meet, work began in
earnest. Due to the short timeframe, work was
scheduled for completion in one phase, with the
gas pipe, communication duct and electricity
cable ducts planned to run underneath the River
Cherwell and across Spiceball Park. The gas
pipe terminated immediately before the Oxford
Canal and connected into the existing gas
network, whilst the ducts and cables continued
to run underneath the canal.

Despite the complexity and the multiple steered
directional drilling bores – some which were
very close to each other – work was completed
in full and on time in November 2018, due to
the skill of the drilling operatives and Squire’s
team of experts. A nod must also be given to
the excellent ground and soil conditions, which
were largely made up of alluvial clay due to the
proximity of the River Cherwell. Alluvial clay is an
excellent medium to drill through with a steerable
drill, as it’s very consistent and stable.

Seems simple in theory, but in practice, this
project was met with several challenges.
Outdated records mistakenly showed pressured
utilities sited within the canal, whilst those that
did exist had incorrectly recorded depths, as
the ground elevation had been ‘made up’ over
the years. These utilities lay roughly in line of the
Canal crossing target drill shots and had to be
positively located and strictly avoided with the
drill to remove any risk of disrupting the town
of Banbury.
Drilling and tunnelling underneath the river and
canal also proved challenging, as the canal’s
Banbury moorings are popular with visiting
narrowboats, especially with Tooley’s Historic
Boatyard nearby. Additionally, maintaining
the structural integrity of the watercourse and

“We’re thrilled to have been chosen to work on
this ambitious project working partnering with
one of the leading UK Strategic Reserve Power
Generators – Welsh Power Group Ltd.,” says
Mark Halsey, Squire Energy’s Technical Director,
“Working with our contractors, Energy Services
Limited and GB Directional Drilling Services,
builds on our extensive experience in delivering
timely and efficient gas supply projects for power
stations all over the country.”
A Project Manager at Welsh Power Group Ltd.
says, “Squire Energy have a reputation for
professionalism, efficiency and expertise and
they have exceeded our expectations. We’re
looking forward to continuing working with
Squire Energy in the future.”

